Polymorphism due to variable number of repeats in the human involucrin gene.
The coding region of the involucrin gene in higher primates contains a segment consisting of numerous tandem repeats of a 10-codon sequence. The process of repeat addition began in a common ancestor of all higher primates and subsequent repeats were added vectorially. As a result, the principal site of repeat addition has moved in the 3' to 5' direction and the most recently generated repeats (the late region) are close to the 5' end of the segment of repeats. In the human, most of the late region is made up of two different blocks, each consisting of nearly identical repeats. We describe here five polymorphic forms resulting from the addition of differing numbers of repeats to each block. As the variety and nature of the polymorphic alleles are different in different human populations, we postulate that the process of repeat addition is genetically determined.